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Introduction 

At the present time the two sets of thetvpical paremeters 
of the proton high-current high-energy llnec are considered The 
first one with the beam energy of 1.5 GeV and averwe current of 
0.3 A serves for the transmutation of long-living radioactive 
westes of atonic power engineerirw (A’lW Program). The second one 
with the energy of 800 MeV and average current of 10 mA belongs 
to the conversion program ABC of wer plutonium utilization. 
There are sets of perameters (for example one of Los-Alamos 
projects: 800 MeV. 140 mA). which occupy intermediate position 
within the aforementioned limits. 

The basic problem for all parameter tonfigurations is the 

selection of accelerating structure for high-energy linac part 
because this choice influence on linac manufacture exploitation 
and reliebilltv. 

The D&W accelerating structure invented in MRTI was used in 
100-600 Mev energy range for Moscow Weson Facility IhMF. This 
structure is also preferable for the above desiws. 

1. Comparison Between 
High-Beta Accelerating Structure 

The main pert of the burner-reactor linec used in the USA. 
Russia and Japan projects is based on resonators divided into 
sections with magnetic quadruple lenses (doublets or single1 
between them. E&h resonator is fed from a separate generators. 
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Fig 1 
a) SC3 bl KS c) D&w 

In Fia ,1 the three types of accelerating structures are 
shown: with side-coupling cells ISCS). with rinzz coupling cells 
1RC.S. disk and washer structure ID&WSl. All the structures 
,>perate at a n/2 wave. so that in nelshboring acceleratlw cells 
RF fields have opposltn signs. 

These three structures have approximately the same value of 
shunt impedance. The disk and washer structure‘s effective shunt 
Impedance as a function of beta is shown in Fia 2. 
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Shunt impedance of Alvarez Ill and D&W I21 structures 
es e function of beta 

The coupling coefficient between the neirhborlna r-ells is 
an important characteristic of the acceleratlnn structure. As it 
l”CPZ~S~S. sensitivitv of the resonators acceleretlw field 
distribution to various perturbations Igeometr1cal errors 
included) decreases. The combination of the two characteristics 
(shunt impedance and coupling coefficient) shows that the disk 

and washer structure is the most suitable fox the main lllR3C 
pert. As it is clear from the Table 1. it has a number of 
advantages over other structures belowing to the zame energv 
range 11.21. 

The design of D&WS resonator is shohn at Fir.3. 

Fia 3 
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Table 1 

Comparable Performances 
T. 

Side Coupled Structure D&w structure 

I.Coupling Coefficient 

Kc = 5% Kc = 30&50X 

Hiehly sensitive to errors The same sensitivity is less 
caused bv manufacturing and by 50’100 times. 
ineccurate tunina. 
Individual tuning of each The cavity may be tuned as 
cell (Af = f30 kHz1 e whole unit without tuning 

of separate cells. 
(Af q f800 kHz) 

II Efficiencv of RF Power Use 
fY PI.Eidj-9 a y<>:& rate of ac&lerati”_n 

r\pproximetelv equivalent 

III. Proximitv of Parasitic modes 

Parasitic modes in structure Parasitic modes of the Moscow 
band are not avelleble Meson Factory are spaced bv 

*(15=20) MHz out of operation 
frequency 

IV Bridging Devices 

Mechanical rigid coupling with Mechanical uncoupled with 
acceleretlon section: RCC~PRCV acceleration sections: *ccur.acv 
of manufecturing is about * of manufacturing is 213 mn. 
0 01 mn. 

V. Vecuum conductance 

Insufficient: HIah: 
Vacuum collector 1s required Vacuum collector isn’t necessarv 

VI. Design and technology qf manufacturing 

It is complicated with regard Design and technolom are 
to design and technology simple. 

t 

RCS has the same features 

Besides manv advantwes. Dew structures in its initial 
variant had a defect which first seemed to be substantial and 
revented its proNatIon. The f*ct is that the operatIona 
>sclllations mode was surrounded with a number of parasitic 
<nodes having the azimuthal field variation. The frequency of 
xhlch with the growth of b shifted. finding itself in rlose 
ielrhborhood or even coinciding with the operational frequencv. 
;uch neiehborhood is extremely undesirable. In this case the 
.perationai mode f requencv depends on the coup1 ing with 
Inoperational modes the RF power Iossrs in the structure PL‘OW. 
rhe operation nf various autome,tlc control wqtems is Impeded. 
,he beam stability is endangered end so on. 

Shifting of inoperational o>rillations frequency from the 
,operetionel one was affected in a way which did not cause field 
(frequency) perturbation of the owrationel mode. using combined 
slits IFig.Jl. cut in washers (31 

Frequencv spectra around the operational mode without slits 
(a) and with them (b) are shown in Fig.5. 

Disk and washer resonators. consisting of four sections 
coupled with bridges. are used in the Moscow Meson Fecilitv 
(MMF) llnac. They ensure stable acceleration of the beam 

The resonators in the main pert of the burner-reactor linac 
ail1 consist of large number of sections coupled with bridzes. 
car example in MRTI project the resonator consists of eight 
xctions. Bridges are manufactured of pieces of standard 
vaveguide with the rectangular cross-section (22OXlOJ rrunl. 
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Excitation of combined slit electromagnetic oscillations 
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Fig 5 
Resonator electromagnetic oscillation spectrum of MWS 
before and after application combined slits into disk 

The dispersion characteristic of a rpsonetor (Fig.61. 
consisting of elp;ht accelerating sections and seven bridges has 
fifteen oscillation modes. of which the two nrerest to the 
operatIona one are spaced at 1 MHz from it. at e distance 8 
times as large as the passband of a resonator with the lowest 
quality factor. It is quite enough to ensure the stable linac 
operation. 
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Fie.6 
Dispersion characteristic of resonetor 

The overall number of accelerating sections in the linac 
with the output energy of 1.5 CeV and acceleration rate 1 MeVIm 
1s equal to 610. the number of resonators - i7. bridges - 540. 
The RF pawer of about 490-500 \(w must be fed Into resonators. of 
which 40-50 MW will be lost in resonators walls and 450 MW will 
be transferred to the beam 

For focusing in the main linac part are used 612 quadruple 
lenses of permanent mannets placed between resonators and their 
xceleretinn sections Side bv side with the FODO focusllu: 
structure which 1s taken 8s basis. Rx) structure is considered 
too. Choice of the optimum structure will be made later. 

Each resonator of the main linac part is fed from one 
regotron haviru: seven enerey outputs with the overall output 
power of 5 MW K3.51. The tvplcal 11”ec module is shown I” Fig.3 
/2.3]. The module is desirsned to operate with energy gain of 
15 MeV and cw current of 300 mr\. 

2. The Outlook for the Modification 
of the Main AlW Linec Pert 

Further modiflcetlon of the main linac pert (the increase 
,f the focusing lharlnel acceptance. facilitation of radiation 
ureness problem) may be ensured with the nld of superconducting 
ljlenoids and resonators not divided into Trctions 

The latest MRTI design 15 based on the proposals of 1972m 
974 years. presented in 16.71. whlih Thaw that focusing bv n 
tronc: lcxxltudinal magnetic field allows to InCreRSe the 

jrceptance of the forusina <.hnnnel *i th the ‘;amr npeertllre and to 
,,rduce its sensitivltv to random errors 

The chwnel acceptance C’is 

II R2 
b’ = -.zz.-- /Jr 

l-c 

where R is the channel ap+?rture redlur, 1’ minimum wlthin 
m,n 

the limits of a focusing period uni tlesa trensverre 
oscillations frequency. Lf focusiw period length. fl 

relative particles velocltv. 7 re1atlvlstic factor 
With the strong longitudinal field forusirig n is *sue1 to 

1.0-1.4. while with the quedrupole focusinx this \?=alue does not 
exceed 0.6. Therefore the acceptance with the loneitudlnel 
magnetic field focusing 1s 1.5-Z times HS large as thet with the 
quadrupole focusiw at the same channel aperture 

In the mein wrt of the burner--reactor ILMC with 
7uedrupole lenses focuslnrr the averaee ,,,,, 1s pqual to 0.6. ‘I-hi. 

t re”sYer5e magnetic field focuslnn w: th the same channel 

aperture ensures Vl,,” = 1. The increase of Ulnln by factor of 1.7 

at the fixed beem emittence results in the reduction of its 
radius by 30%. The possibility of such a considerable decrease 
of the aperture radius allows either to improve radiation 
pureness of the main linac pert or to decrease by 20% the RF 
power losses. With the focusing period length of 200 cm et the 
energy of 100 MeV and 350 cm at the e”erm above 600 MeV the 
-etic field intensity will amount to 4-6 T. Solenoids 
prcducing such fields may be constructed only with the use of 
superconductivity. 

The beam of particles in a channel with solenoids is less 
susceptible to random errors influence (51. There ere two 
variants of position& superconducting solenoids: 

1. Solenoids are placed between accelerating sections in 
the place of quadrupole doublets. The aperture of a *‘warm” 
solenoid is small and its construction is relatively simple. 

2. Solenoids are ring-shaped with big *warm’( aperture 
inside which is placed the accelerating structure. Though such a 
structure is unwieldy this variant is attractive. since the 
accelerating focusing channel acquires e number of useful 
qualities: 

a) Absence of coupling bridges between ecceleratina 
sections increases the coupling coefficient for DaW structure UP 
to 50%. The nearest to the operational mode couple of side modes 
is shifted eway from it by about f 2 MHz I instead of 1 MHz in an 
E-sectioned resonator). 

b) Overel reduction of RF power losses III the accelerating 
structure fimounts to 10% as compared with an &sectioned 
resonator having the same aperture radius. 

cl Owing to the absence of spaces between accelerating 
sections. the main linac part lewth gets shorter by about 25%. 

d) The focusing periods la&h may be chosen irrespective 
of the length of acceleratlnr sections. which allows to prevent 
the beam radius growth cau. ..d by abrupt cha.ges of focusing 
period length in ihose pla es where the accelerating field 
frequency or focusirx channel structure are changed. 
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